We present a new approach that enables investors to seek a reasonably robust policy for portfolio selection in the presence of rare but high-impact realization of moment uncertainty. In practice, portfolio managers face diffculty in seeking a balance between relying on their knowledge of a reference financial model and taking into account possible ambiguity of the model. Based on the concept of Distributionally Robust Optimization (DRO), we introduce a new penalty framework that provides investors flexibility to define prior reference models using moment information and accounts for model ambiguity in terms of "extreme" moment uncertainty. We show that in our approach a globally-optimal portfolio can in general be obtained in a computationally tractable manner. We also show that for a wide range of specifications our proposed model can be recast as semidefinite programs. Computational experiments show that our penalized moment-based approach outperforms classical DRO approaches in terms of both average and downside-risk performance using historical data.
Introduction
Modern portfolio theory sheds light on the relationship between risk and return over available assets, guiding investors to evaluate and achieve more efficient asset allocations. The theory requires specification of a model, e.g. a distribution of returns or moments of a distribution. To avoid any ambiguity, from here on "model" refers to the probability measure or moments that characterizes the stochastic nature of a financial market. In practice, practitioners cannot ensure the correct choice of model due to the complex nature of model determination and validation. Thus, the need arises to take into account additional levels of uncertainty: model uncertainty, also known as model "ambiguity". Ellsberg [14] has also found that decision makers in fact hold aversion attitudes toward the ambiguity of models. As a classical example, even with lower expected return, investors have higher preference for investments that are geographically closer due to their better understanding of the return distribution. This finding implies that investors tend to pay an additional ambiguity premium, if possible, in investing. Therefore, portfolio selection models that do not take into account this ambiguity-aversion attitude may be unacceptable to such investors.
The classical maxmin approaches pioneered by Gilboa and Schmeidler [15] account for investors' ambiguity-aversion attitude by allowing investors to maximize the expected utility of terminal wealth, while minimizing over a set of ambiguity measures. In practice, there exists some difficulty in implementing such an approach. For example, in many cases, portfolio managers have particular views of market movements based on their own expertise. They often quantify those views in terms of some models consistent with their confidence level for the markets and pursue returns based on the models. We may call such models "reference" models. The classical maxmin approach may generate portfolios that are too conservative for an investor with some reference models, especially if the set of uncertain or ambiguous models are much larger than the set of reference models. As a consequence, the performance of the portfolio generated using maxmin approach may be fully unacceptable since it will not conform with the view of an investor with his/her reference models.
Recent research of Anderson, Hansen, and Sargent [1] , Uppal and Wang [31] , and Maenhout [24] introduce a penalized maxmin framework that further incorporates the information of a reference model into the classical maxmin setting. To be specific, a penalty function which measures discrepancy between probability measures is introduced to give weight (penalty) to each possible alternative model according to its "deviation" from a prior reference model. Typically, the further an alternative model is from the reference model, the larger the weight (penalty) it is assigned. Including such a penalty function into Gilboa and Schmeidler's maxmin formulation implicitly gives preference to the ambiguity measures closer to the investor's reference measures, when minimizing over a set of possible measures. Based on the framework, managers are able to seek a balance between relying on their knowledge of a reference model and taking into account possible ambiguity of the model. In such a way, investors do not need to forgo all the potential gain associated with their reference model while retaining a certain degree of aversion towards ambiguity.
Classical penalized approaches assume that investors have some prior knowledge of the form of return distribution for a reference model. However, in practice, one rarely has full distributional information of asset returns. As stated in Popescu [28] , it is found that most reliable data comprise of only first and second order moments. Popescu further highlighted the fact that in RiskMetrics (www.riskmetrics.com) only covariance data are available. Aside from the above issue, even when probability distributions are given, they are typically under restrictive forms, e.g. normality, which weakens robustness of solutions.
Recently, there is a growing body of research, so-called Distributionally Robust Optimization (DRO) , that focus on stochastic optimization problems for which only partial moment information of underlying probability measure is available. For example, El Ghaoui, Oks, and Oustry [13] considered a portfolio selection problem that minimizes worst-case value-at-risk of portfolios when only the mean and covariance information is available. Popescu [28] considered a wide range of utility functions and studied the problem of maximizing expected utility of portfolios, given only mean and covariance values. Closer to the theme of this paper are the works of Natarajan, Sim, and Uichanco [26] and of Delage and Ye [12] . In both papers, a piecewise linear concave utility function is considered; though in the latter paper emphasis is put on structuring an ellipsoidal set of mean vectors and a conic set of covariance matrices. Most DRO approaches are developed with the purpose of achieving a computational tractable model so that they are applicable to real world large-scale problems. Aside from the moment-based DRO approaches, several other facets of constructing a robust portfolio based on limited statistical information can also be found in Goldfarb and Iyengar [16] , Tütüncü and Koenig [30] , Calafiore [9] , and Zhu and Fukushima [34] .
In Delage and Ye [12] , investors are allowed to describe their prior knowledge of the financial market in terms of mean and covariance of the underlying distribution. They further take into account the model ambiguity specifically in terms of the uncertainty of the mean and covariance. In their computational experiments, based on a simple statistical analysis Delage and Ye constructed a high-percentile confidence region revolving around a pair of sampled mean and covariance. They found that the respective performance is superior to the performance of the portfolio solved by an approach using a fixed pair of mean and covariance only. However, what remains to be investigated is the effect of the extreme values of moments that fall outside the region on the overall portfolio performance. Due to its extremeness, moments at tail percentile may significantly change the portfolio selection. In addition, these "outliers" become ever non-negligible in modern portfolio risk management as several severe losses in recent financial markets are due to those rarely-happened events. Unfortunately, a "fixed-bound" DRO approach, like Delage and Ye's, may not provide a satisfactory solution since there is no clear rule to decide a bound within this tail percentile. If including all "physically possible" realizations of moments into the uncertainty set, one would obtain an overly "pessimistic" solution. Alternatively, if one specifies the uncertainty set based on his/her confidence region of mean and covariance, this may leave investors fully unguarded if the realized mean and covariance fall outside the uncertainty set. In short, any fixed bound can turn out to give a overly-conservative solution or a solution vulnerable to worst case scenarios.
The limitations of using a bounded set to describe uncertainty have also been addressed in the context of robust optimization (RO), in which no distributional information is given except supports and performance is evaluated based solely on the worst possible instance. Although the settings between DRO and RO are somehow different, users of RO face similar difficulty of deciding an appropriate bound particularly for the extreme cases. To tackle this, Ben-Tal, Boyd, and Nemirovski [5] suggest a comprehensive robust approach that treats differently the instances that fall into a "normal" range and the instances that fall outside of it. To be specific, for the instances within the "normal" region they treat the problem as a standard robust problem; for the instances outside the "normal" region they consider evaluating the problem based on a weighted-performance that further accounts for the deviation of the instance from the "normal" range.
Inspired by Ben-Tal, Boyd, and Nemirovski's approach, we consider in this paper an analogues scheme for overcoming difficulty within a DRO framework, e.g. Delage and Ye [12] . For the case that moments take values within the confidence region, a portfolio should be evaluated based on its worst-case performance so that the solution is robust with respect to likely outcomes that fall within the region. For the case that moments take values outside the confidence region, since evaluation based on its worst-case performance can be overly-conservative, a portfolio should be instead evaluated based on a weighted-performance that further accounts for moment deviation from the confidence region. To achieve a tractable model for this setting, we employ two main theories of optimization that are commonly used in DRO approaches, duality theory and convex/semidefinite programming (see, BenTal and Nemirovski [3] ). There are three main steps in developing our approach. First, we apply the methodology of DRO to construct a portfolio selection model for which the moment uncertainty is specified by a bounded convex set. Then, we design a new penalty function that measures discrepancy between moments in and outside the set. Finally, we incorporate such a penalty function into the portfolio selection model.
As a result, our method can be viewed as an extension of the classical penalized minimax approaches, where the reference measure is replaced by the confidence region of reference moments and alternative measures are replaced by alternative moments. Besides the possible modeling benefit, one other advantage of our penalized moment-based approach is its tractability, as a penalized distribution-based approach typically results in a computationally overwhelming optimization problem unless some strong assumptions are made, e.g. normality, or discrete random returns (e.g. [9] ). Without these assumptions, a sampling-based approximation is typically required to evaluate an integral with respect to a reference distribution for a distribution-based approach. This could lead to a extremely large-scale problem. In contrast, our problem is moment-based and thus is expected to be free from such a challenge. In this paper, we provide two computationally tractable methods for solving the problem. The first method is developed using the famous ellipsoid method well suited for a general convex formulation, and the second one is based on semidefinite programming reformulations and state-of-art semidefinite programming algorithms.
After submission of this article, we became aware of the work of Ben-Tal, Bertismas, and Brown [2] , who addressed a similar issue of model ambiguity and considered also a penalized approach to tackle the issue of conservatism. A major difference between their approach and ours is that they consider to penalize alternative models based on their distance to a reference distribution while in our approach we do not assume investors to have prior knowledge of a reference distribution and penalize alternative models instead based on the distance of moments. As addressed earlier, such a moment-based setting allows for additional modeling power and maximizes the tractability of the resulting problem. Another main motivation of our consideration of moment setting is that moments, e.g. mean and variance, are usually more tangible quantity to practitioners and often easier for them to express their perspective of market movements (see, e.g. [8] ). Moreover, our methodology can in fact be carried over to the cases when the only interesting quantity to differentiate models is their respective expected value performance (see, e.g. [11] ).
To examine the strength of our approach, we further specialize the penalized problem based on the portfolio selection model in Delage and Ye [12] , and compare it with the approaches in [12] and [28] , and with a sampled-based approach. From the computational experiments on real-market data, we find that in most cases our approach outperforms other approaches and results in more risk-return efficient portfolio. We also find that the improvement of the performance becomes more substantial as the market becomes more volatile.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we present a new penalized distributionally robust approach which does not rely on full distributional information and requires only the first two moments. In section 3, we provide solution methods for solving the problem and further specialize the problem to a particular class of convex problems, i.e. semidefinite programming problems. We then consider variations and extensions of the problem such as frontier generation, incorporation of alternative moment structures, and extension to factor models in section 4. Finally, a numerical study is presented in section 5.
A Penalized Distributionally-Robust-Optimization Model
Throughout this paper, we consider a single-period portfolio optimization problem
where Q denotes the probability measure of random returns w. For technical reasons, we consider the probability measure Q associated with measurable space (ℜ n , B). 1 An investor intends to optimize his/her overall wealth w T x according to a certain convex measure function G, where x ∈ ℜ n is a wealth allocation vector assigned over n assets associated with the vector of random returns w ∈ ℜ n . The allocation vector x is subject to a convex feasible set X ⊆ ℜ n , which is typically specified by some real-life constraints, e.g. budget and short-sales restrictions. This formulation encompasses both the case of maximizing the utility of a portfolio and the case of minimizing a risk measure represented by a convex nondecreasing disutility function. Without loss of generality, we uniformly adopt a minimization notation.
Motivation
In the classical penalized minmax framework, an investor is uncertain about the exact distributional form of the probability measure Q, and the information he/she can provide about Q is that it belongs to a certain set Q. Occasionally, among all the measures in the set Q the investor could have a particularly strong preference for a specific measure P and holds an aversion attitude towards other measures in the set Q. In such cases, it is reasonable to treat the measure P as a reference measure and consider the following penalized minimax problem instead of (1)
where H is a penalty function that satisfies
and the parameter k helps to adjust the level of penalty. The inner maximization (sup Q∈Q ) in (2) evaluates the worst-possible expectation value that reflects an investor's aversion attitude towards the ambiguity of Q, while the penalty function H adjusts the level of aversion towards each Q further based on its correspondence to P. Typically, the magnitude of the penalty value is positively correlated with the discrepancy between Q and P, and therefore the further Q is from P the less likely it is to be chosen for evaluating the expectation. This in essence leads to less-conservative portfolio selection.
In this section, we refine the above penalized concept into a moment-based framework so that the requirement of a complete probability description can be relieved. Instead of using a single measure P, in the new framework an investor can specify his/her preference measures via a set of first two moments (µ c , Σ c ) = {(µ i , Σ i ) | i ∈ C}, which can also be treated as the investor's confidence region of moments. From here on, the notation Q(· ; µ, Σ) denotes a probability measure Q associated with mean µ and covariance Σ. The set Q that comprises all the ambiguous measures Q shall be replaced by a set ( 
In the above formulation, the function P k is a newly-introduced function that measures the discrepancy between a pair of moments (µ, Σ) and the set of moments specified in the confidence region (µ c , Σ c ). We call such discrepancy as "moments discrepancy" throughout the paper. Analogous to the function H, the function P k is assumed to satisfy the following property
Similarly, the magnitude of the functional P k (·) is assumed to be positively correlated with the moments discrepancy. Thus, the larger the moments discrepancy between (µ, Σ) and (µ c , Σ c ) is, the less likely it is for the measure Q(· ; µ, Σ) to be chosen for evaluating the expectation. From a modeling perspective, the moment-based problem provides a comprehensive treatment for an investor holding different conservative attitudes towards the following three ranges within which (µ, Σ) possibly takes values:
-When the candidate mean and covariance (µ, Σ) stays within the confidence region (µ c , Σ c ), the problem recovers the standard minmax setting. In other words, when an investor is certain about some realizations of moments, he/she naturally holds strictly conservative attitude and pursues only robust performance of portfolio selection.
-When (µ, Σ) / ∈ (µ c , Σ c ) but is in the set (µ s , Σ s ), this represents an "ambiguity" region that an investor seeks a balance between relying on his/her prior knowledge and properly hedging the risk of model uncertainty, where (µ s , Σ s ) contains all "physically possible" realizations of moments. In this region, using a standard minmax setting can lead to an impractical solution. Instead, the moment-based problem helps an investor to decide appropriate conservativeness based on the possible performance deterioration resulting from each (µ, Σ) / ∈ (µ c , Σ c ). This leads to a less-conservative setting. -When (µ, Σ) / ∈ (µ s , Σ s ), the moments are in a region with no "physically possible" realizations. Therefore, the trading strategy is optimized without taking into account this scenario when evaluating its worst-case performance. An investor holds no conservative attitude for this region.
A Penalized Distributionally-Robust-Optimization Model
In this section, we further specialize the moment-based problem by refining the structure of the penalty function P k . We first consider two separate distance func-
+ that are used to measure the deviation of (µ, Σ) from the confidence region (µ c , Σ c ). Specifically, we define d µ (µ, µ c ) := inf ν∈µ c ||µ − ν|| and d Σ (Σ, Σ c ) := inf σ∈Σ c ||Σ − σ|| as distance functions, where the notation || · || denotes a norm that satisfies the properties of positive homogeneity and of subadditivity. From here on, for tractability we assume that the sets µ c and Σ c are closed, bounded and convex. In some cases, it can be useful to have the penalty function P k depend non-linearly on the moments discrepancy, and we assume only that P k is jointly convex with respect to
To implement the overall problem in a tractable manner, we now propose the following penalized distributionally robust optimization model
In the above model, the penalty function P k is implemented using an alternative convex penalty function r k together with the constraints (3) and (4). The variable γ denotes the vector (γ 1 , γ 2 ). The variables γ 1 , γ 2 are introduced to bound the mean-covariance discrepancy. The function r k is assumed to satisfy the properties of a norm and used to measure the magnitude of the vector γ and thus translate the moments discrepancy into penalty. The constraint (5) provides a hard bound on γ and models the "physically possible" region (µ s , Σ s ). Our last two refinements of the model (P p ) are as follows. First, the objective function G is assumed to be a piecewise-linear convex function
This general piecewise linear structure provides investors the flexibility to maximize a piecewise linear utility function by setting a j = −c j and b j = −d j given the utility function u(z) := min j=1,...,J {c j z +d j }. This structure can also be easily extended to model the popular CVaR risk measure and a more general optimized certainty equivalent (OCE) risk measure (see Natarajan, Sim, and Uichanco [26] ).
Furthermore, the penalty function r k (γ) is assumed to admit the form
where each r i is a convex norm function. In this form, the penalty parameter k is expanded from a scalar to a vector. This expansion allows for a more flexible way to adjust investors' aversion towards model ambiguity based on particular structures of (γ 1 , γ 2 ). Thus, the index k in r k (·) should correspond to a vector (k 1 , ..., k I ) at right-hand-side of (6). In addition,
.., I. We now consider how an investor may adjust his/her ambiguity-aversion attitude using (6) in the following example.
Example 1 Consider the penalized problem (P
By setting k 3 = 0, ambiguity of mean and covariance can only be adjusted independently. As an example, a risk-management oriented investor can be less sensitive towards the ambiguity of mean and thus tends to increase the value of k 1 ; he however may hesitate to increase the value of k 2 due to the concern of unexpected volatility. On the other hand, a return-driven investor may do so in an opposite way. When k 3 ̸ = 0, ambiguity of mean and covariance can be both adjusted independently and dependently. Thus, for an investor who thinks the chance that both mean and covariance will fall outside the confidence region is small, increasing k 3 value serves the need.
Remark 1 Classical penalized approaches based on a relative entropy penalty function can in fact be viewed as a special instance of our moment-based approach when the standard assumption of normality is made. The relevant discussion is provided in the appendix.
Solution Method and Computational Tractability
In this section, we first provide a general solution method based solely on the convexity of the confidence region (µ c , Σ c ). Later, we assume that the set (µ c , Σ c ) is a conic set and focus on reformulating the problem (P p ) as a semidefinite programming problem.
Solutions via a General Convex Programming Approach
The goal of this section is to obtain a globally-optimal solution for the problem (P p ) in a computationally tractable manner. To help the discussion, we define first the following two functions
Thus, S k (x, γ) denotes the optimal value of (P p ), given k, x, γ. The solution method is developed based on two observations. First, given fixedk,x, the functional Sk(x, γ) is concave with respect to γ. This concavity observation together with the convexity of the feasible region X (of the wealth allocation vector x) allows us to reformulate the problem by exchanging the min x∈X and the max γ ; thus, we can reformulate the problem (P p ) as follows
where
In addition, the concavity observation also gives us the certificate that a local search method is sufficient to find a globally optimal γ * if ν(γ) can be evaluated for any γ. Our second observation is that given a fixedγ, there exists a computationally tractable approach to solve the dual problem of the right-hand-side optimization problem in (8) and strong duality holds for the right-hand-side problem. That is, for fixedγ the functional ν(γ) can be efficiently evaluated. Combining these two observations, a direct search method (see Kolda, Lewis, and Torczon [20] ) can be applied to solve (P ν ). For such a two-dimensional problem with boxtype of constraints, a straightforward approach that leads to global convergence is to examine the steps along x, y-coordinate directions. If there exists a feasible and improved direction, new iterate is updated; otherwise, bisect the four possible steps and examine them again. Although a direct search method may not be as efficient as a derivative-based optimization method, the problem (P ν ) shall be small and simple enough to be tractable using such a method. Furthermore, if only the bound γ * = max(γ 1 , γ 2 ) is of interest to penalize, the problem (P ν ) that unifies the bound γ 1 = γ 2 can be solved in polynomial time using a binary search algorithm (e.g., Chen and Sim [10] ).
Up to now, we have only stated the two observations as a fact but have not justified their validity. The first observation is proven in the Theorem 1, which hinges heavily on the following lemma.
Lemma 1 Given that the distance functions
Proof See appendix.
Theorem 1 Given that the penalty function r k (γ) is convex over γ andk,x are fixed, the functional Sk(x, γ) is concave with respect to γ.
Next, we validate the second observation that there exists a computationally tractable method to evaluate ν(γ) for each givenγ. We resort to an ellipsoid method which is applicable to a general class of convex optimization problems based on the equivalence of convex set separation and convex optimization. Specifically, Grötschel, Lovász, and Schrijver [18] showed that for a convex optimization problem with a linear objective function and a convex feasible region C, given that the set of optimal solutions is nonempty the problem can be solved using an ellipsoid method in polynomial time if and only if the following procedure can be implemented in polynomial time: for an arbitrary pointc, check whetherc ∈ C and if not, generate a hyperplane that separatesc from C. As an application of Grötschel, Lovász, and Schrijver's result, Theorem 2 below shows the tractability of evaluating ν(γ). The theorem requires only the following mild assumptions:
-The set X (resp. µ c , Σ c ) is nonempty, convex and compact (closed and bounded).
Evaluation of N (·) and a sub-gradient ∇N (·) can be provided in polynomial time. -There exists an oracle that can verify for any x(resp. ν, σ) if x(resp. ν, σ) is feasible with respect to the set X (resp. µ c , Σ c ) or provide a hyperplane that separates x(resp. ν, σ) from the feasible set in polynomial time.
Theorem 2 For any givenγ, under the above assumptions, the optimal value of ν(γ) is finite and the evaluation of ν(γ) can be done in polynomial time.
Proof Given that G(z) := max j=1,...,J {a j z + b j }, using duality theory for infinite linear programming the optimization problem associated with ν(γ) in (8) 
show that a separation approach can be applied to the above problem in polynomial time. First, hyperplanes ξ ≥ 0, y ≥ 0 can be generated. Then, by reformulating the second and the third constraints as
we can find that the feasible set of (x, r, q, y, s, ξ) is convex for any µ ∈ S µ and Σ ∈ S Σ . For the second constraint, it is straightforward to verify if a assignment
or generate a valid separation hyperplane based on the convexity of the feasible set:
For the first constraint, feasibility can be checked for each j-constraint by solving the optimization problem
The above problem can be equivalently reformulated as
by dropping the (inf ν ) in the original distance function. Under the assumption that the evaluation of the chosen norm || · || and its sub-gradient can be provided in polynomial time and the existence of an oracle with respect to µ c , we can apply the oracle for an infeasible ν * / ∈ µ c , and/or we generate a hyperplane for an
in polynomial time. Verification of feasibility is straightforward. In addition, since the set µ c is compact andγ 1 is finite, the set of optimal solutions for (10) is nonempty given that at least one feasible solution {µ, ν | µ = ν, ν ∈ µ c } exists. Thus, we can conclude that ϕ j can be evaluated in polynomial time. Then, if ϕ j ≤ 0, feasibility of (r
Similarly, for the third constraint, feasibility can be checked by solving the optimization problem ρ := sup
The polynomial solvability of (11) and its non-empty set of optimal solutions can be justified in a similar way to the first constraint except the constraint Σ ≽ 0. To verify the feasibility of the constraint Σ ≽ 0, a polynomial QR algorithm can be applied. If there is any negative eigenvalue, one may choose the lowest eigenvalue to construct a separation hyperplane. As a result, if
can be generated. Finally, to see that the optimal value of ν(γ) is finite, it suffices to show that for any x ∈ X , the optimal value of the optimization problem (9) is finite. Consider now the original formulation of ν(γ) defined in (8) . Given a pair of feasible µ, Σ, one can always construct a probability measure Q, e.g. normal distribution, having µ and Σ as its mean and covariance. This implies that ν(γ) is bounded below and thus its optimal value is finite. Since the sets X , S µ , S Σ are nonempty and compact, the feasible set of (9) can be easily shown to be nonempty. Thus, we can conclude also that the set of optimal solutions of (9) is nonempty.
Hence, given that the separation problem can be solved in polynomial time, for any fixedγ, the evaluation of ν(γ) can be done in polynomial time.
Solutions via a Conic Programming Approach
In this section, we reformulate the problem (P p ) as a semidefinite programming problem (SDP) by further assuming that the confidence region (µ c , Σ c ) is semidefinite representable (SDr). A convex set X ⊂ ℜ n is called semidefinite representable (SDr) if it can be expressed as {x ∈ X , ∃t | A(x t) − B ≽ 0}.
2 In addition, we also assume that both the norm function used in the discrepancy measurement and the penalty functions are SDr; that is, the respective epigraph of each function is a SDr set. Based on SDP reformulations, further efficiency of solving (P p ) can be gained using polynomial-time interior-point methods. A wide class of SDr functions can be found in Ben-Tal and Nemirovski [3] . Reader interested in a review of SDP is referred to, for example, Nesterov and Nemirovski [27] , Vandenberghe and Boyd [32] , or Wolkowicz, Saigal, and Vandenberghe [33] .
Throughout the rest of this paper, S m (resp. S m + ) denotes the space of square m × m matrices (resp. positive semidefinite matrices). The binary operator • denotes the Frobenius inner product. We first consider the general case that the confidence region µ c (resp. Σ c ) is an uncountable but bounded set, which is parameterized by a sampled mean vector µ 0 (resp. a sampled covariance Σ 0 ). We further consider matrix Σ as the centered second moment matrix, i.e.
T ], and assume that Σ ≻ 0. This overall setting allows one to exploit the information of sampled mean and covariance. In Theorem 3 below, we provide a fairly general method to generate SDP reformulations to the problem (P p ). We first maximize with respect to Q(· ; µ, Σ) and then maximize with respect to (µ, Σ) within the feasible region. Such a strategy provides a flexible SDP reformulation, which would be extended in Section 4. Before showing the main reformulation, the following lemma is presented to facilitate the reformulation of (P p ) to a SDP problem.
Lemma 2 Consider the problem
where Q is a set of non-negative measures on the measurable space (ℜ n , B), ψ :
continuous. By defining the Lagrangian function as
where λ 0 ∈ ℜ and Λ e ∈ S m , the dual problem can be written as
2 A more complete description allows additional variables to be introduced in the formulation; for ease of exposition, we omit those cases.
Then strong duality holds
, where
and M denotes the set of non-negative measures.
Proof The first dual formulation and the strong duality result are applications of duality theory for conic linear problems (cf. Shapiro [29] ). The second dual formulation can be obtained by reformulating the constraint of the first dual formulation into an equivalent optimization problem and eliminating variable λ by a direct substitution. 
where (P s ) denotes the following problem
Proof To ease the exposition of the proof, we first define two sets S 1 (γ 1 ) and
, the problem (P p ) can be reformulated as the following semi-infinite linear problem
Using Lemma 2, we thus have
Since Σ ≻ 0, the interior condition holds and thus the strong duality holds for the above dual problem. Note that the inner maximization problem with respect to w can be formulated as a problem of the form: max j=1,...,J max w {−w T Λw + p T j w + q j }, for some p j and q j . Thus, it is easy to see that for a problem with finite optimal value, Λ ≽ 0 must hold. Given that the operator max w preserves convexity, the overall problem is convex w.r.t. λ, Λ and is concave w.r.t. γ, µ, Σ. Applying Sion's minimax theorem, we can exchange max 0≤γ≤â,µ∈S 1 (γ 1 ),Σ∈S 2 (γ 2 ) and min λ,Λ≽0 and have an equivalent problem. By some algebraic manipulation and addition of variables r, s, the problem can be reformulated as min x∈X ,λ,Λ,r,s
The second constraint (by expanding G(w
using Schur's complement. For the first constraint, the left-hand side can be reexpressed as
, and it is equivalent to max 0≤γ≤â,t,µ,Σ,ν,σ
Given that ∃(γ * , t * , µ * , Σ * , ν * , σ * ) that satisfies the Slater condition, which is easily verified, by applying strong duality theory of SDP and dropping the minimization operator of the dual, the constraint is SDr. Thus, the overall problem can be reformulated as a semidefinite programming problem.
Remark 2
The dual problem of (P s ) has a particularly useful structure that the penalty parameter k is placed at constraints in a form of (. . . ) ≥ −k, where (. . . ) denote the terms that linearly depends on dual variables. Such dependency allows for setting parameter k as additional variable. Thus, if the upper bound of original objective function is τ , one may replace the objective function by τ + κ(k), where κ is a user-defined function. Similar discussion can also be found in Ben-Tal, Boyd, and Nemirovski [5] .
Remark 3 When the confidence region µ c (resp. Σ c ) is only a singleton, the reformulation can be simplified. In that case, the distance measurement (inf || · ||) reduces to the norm measurement (|| · ||), and the constraints (3) and (4) can be directly formulated as semi-infinite conic constraints. Lemma 2 can be extended to account for the problem with semi-infinite conic constraints (cf. [29] ), and the rest of reformulation follows closely the result of Theorem 3.
The focus so far has been on deriving a general class of efficiently solvable SDP formulations for the problem. Except for the SDr property, no additional structure has been imposed on the norm measurement || · ||, the confidence region (µ c , Σ c ), and the penalty function r k . One natural choice of || · || for the discrepancy µ − µ c (Σ −Σ c ) is suggested by following the connection between moments discrepancy and KL-divergence (see appendix), specifically,
i.e. the ellpsoidal norm || · || σ −1 (in (12)) and the spectral norm of a matrix (in (13)), where Σ d ≽ 0. For defining a confidence region, Delage and Ye [12] consider mean and covariance to be bounded as follows
. This structure turns out to be identical with our choice of measurements for moments discrepancy by setting θ 2 := (1 + ρ 2 ), θ 3 := (1 − ρ 2 ). Thus, combining (12), (13), (14) , and (15) provides a coherent way to specialize the result of Theorem 3. We provide a SDP reformulation for (P p ) associated with the penalty function r k (γ) := k 1 γ 1 +k 2 γ 2 +k 3 ||γ|| 2 in the following Corollary 1.
Corollary 1 Given that the penalty function is defined as
, and the constraints associated with variables µ, Σ, ν, σ in (P s ) (Theorem 3) are replaced by (12) , (13) , (14) and (15) , the problem (P p ) can be reformulated as
where j = 1, ..., J,â = (â 1 ,â 2 ), and the constraint
Proof The objective function and the first constraint can be derived from Theorem 3. Only the sub-problem (P s ) in Theorem 3 needs to be further reformulated with respect to the penalty function r k (γ) := k 1 γ 1 + k 2 γ 2 + k 3 ||γ|| 2 and the constraints (12), (13) , (14) and (15); that is, we need to reformulate the problem max γ,t,µ,Σ,ν,σ
We can first replace the variable Σ by (σ + γ 2 Σ d ) since the optimal value can always be attained by such a replacement. To see why, let us first assume that the optimal solution (γ
, and let c denotes the respective optimal value. Now, Λ ≽ 0 together with the constraint
This implies that an alternative solution (γ
, must also be optimal. Then, by reformulating constraints associated with µ, ν as SDP constraints using the Schur complement lemma and the constraint ||γ|| 2 ≤ t as a SOCP constraint (see, Ben-Tal and Nemirovski [3] ), the problem can be reformulated as
As a result, we can derive the dual problem using conic duality theory and obtain the problem (P J ).
Numerical examples of (P J ) are provided in the section 5. Its practical value is also verified in a real world application.
Remark 4
It is worth noting that by solving the reformulated problem (P J ) the dual optimal solutions associated with the constraints (16) and (17) in (P J ) are exactly the optimal γ 1 and γ 2 in the original problem, which should be clear by following our derivation in the proof carefully. This allows one to apply the sensitivity analysis result of SDP (Goldfarb and Scheinberg [17] ) to study the impact of the perturbation of penalty parameter k on γ 1 and γ 2 , which could be difficult to study using a penalized distribution-based approach (e.g. [2] ). In addition, it should also be clear that by setting k 1 = k 2 = k 3 = 0 in (P J ), the optimal y 1 and y 2 give the values of penalty parameters that lead to γ 1 =â 1 and γ 2 =â 2 in the original problem. This fact will be used later in our computational experiment.
Variations and Extensions
In this section, we examine variations and extensions on the problem (P p ). Most of the work throughout the following sections are based on or closely related to Theorem 3. In particular, in Section 4.2 and 4.3, we show that the problem (P p ) can be easily extended to the case of more flexible moment structures and to the case of a factor model by modifying the sub-problem (P s ) in Theorem 3 max 0≤γ≤â,t,µ,Σ,ν,σ
As a result, these models can also be efficiently solvable via a conic programming approach.
Efficient Frontier with respect to Model Uncertainty
We start this section by the following observation of the problem (P p ).
Theorem 4 Suppose that (x k i , γ k i ) denotes the optimal solution for the problem (P p ) associated with a penalty vector k i . Given an increasing sequence of penalty vectors {k
, γ k i is monotonically decreasing for a fixedx k i . Furthermore, the sequence {F (x k i , γ k i )} is also monotonically decreasing, where
This implies that an investor can increase the penalty parameter k to seek higher expected utility of his/her portfolio (for the reference model) with the cost of more risk exposure with respect to moments uncertainty. This also indicates a natural trade-off between model-risk and expected utility. Such a trade-off has actually been depicted in the Figure 2 . Since we solve the problem optimally, we may view this optimal trade-off as an efficient frontier with respect to model uncertainty. In the classical mean-variance model, to determine the entire efficient frontier one can either maximize risk-adjusted expected return for each possible value of the risk-aversion parameter, or maximize expected return subject to an upper bound on the variance for each possible bound value. In this section, we will generate an efficient frontier in a manner that is similar to generating efficient frontier in the mean-variance problem.
Other than solving a sequence of parameterized penalized problems, an alternative way is to first convert the penalty function into constraint form and then solve sequentially by parameterizing the constraint. In particular, we consider the problem
where b i is used to parameterize the constraint. In the following theorem, we show that the problem (P p ) and (P c ) generate an identical frontier by perturbing their respective parameters. The proof follows straightforwardly from the optimality conditions of nonlinear programming, and the details are in the appendix. 
Intuitively, the constraint form of the penalized function can be interpreted as the "budget" constraint that allows for the ambiguity. This budget concept is analogous to the "budget of uncertainty" idea recently addressed in Ben-Tal and Nemirovski [4] , Bertsimas and Sim [7] . While the "budget of uncertainty" is introduced to specify allowable uncertainty by adjusting the range of uncertainty supports, in our approach the "budget of ambiguity" specifies allowable ambiguity by adjusting the range of moments deviations. It is worth noting that in Hansen and Sargent [19] , they consider a similar investigation of the relation between a penalized problem with entropic penalty function and the problem of taking the penalty function as a constraint but under a continuous-time stochastic control framework.
The following theorem shows that the problem (P c ) can also be reformulated as a SDP problem under the same condition required for (P p ) and be used to generate the efficient frontier efficiently.
Theorem 6
The problem (P c ) can be solved efficiently as a SDP under the SDr assumptions in Theorem 3. The SDP reformulation can be generated using the same reformulation in Theorem 3 except replacing (P s ) by
Proof The proof follows straightforwardly as in Theorem 3.
Variations of Moment Uncertainty Structures
The sub-problem (P s ) can accommodate a wide class of moment uncertainty structures, including those considered in Tütüncü and Koenig [30] , Goldfarb and Iyengar [16] , Natarajan, Sim, and Uichanco [26] , and Delage and Ye [12] . In this section, we highlight some useful variations that provide additional flexibility in the structure of moment uncertainty.
Affine Parametric Uncertainty In (P s ) the mean vector µ (resp. second moment matrix Σ) is assumed to be directly perturbed and is subject to each respective SDr constraint. Alternatively, we can achieve a more flexible setting by instead assuming µ and Σ to be affinely dependent on a set of perturbation vectors {ζ i } and requiring the set to be SDr. This follows closely to the typical affine-parametricuncertainty structure widely adopted in robust optimization literature. To be specific, µ, Σ can be expressed in terms of ν, σ as follows
whereμ i ,Σ j are user-specified parameters, and U µ , U Σ are SDr sets. Clearly, the original moment structure can be viewed as a special instance of the above expression. To incorporate this moment structure, we can modify the problem (P s ) as follows and still retain its SDr property
Applying the above formulation, one can for example further consider the case that the perturbation vectors ζ are subject to a "cardinality constrained uncertainty set" (see, Bertismas and Sim [7] ), e.g.,
This perturbation structure particularly allows moment discrepancy to be defined as maximum number of parameters that can deviate from ν, σ.
Partitioned Moments
The framework we consider so far relies only on mean and covariance information. While the use of mean/covariance information only helps to remove possible bias from particular choice of distribution, the framework may be criticized by overlooking possible distributional skewness. In Natarajan, Sim, and Uichanco [26] , partitioned statistics information of random return is exploited to capture skewness behavior. In summary, the random return w is partitioned into its positive and negative parts (w + , w − ), where w 
where µ + 0 , µ − 0 are partitioned sampled means. By modifying the objective function accordingly, i.e.
incorporating such a partitioned moment structure into (P s ) is straightforward as shown in the following theorem. We however note that the reformulation problem provides only the upper bound of the optimal value as it is necessary to relax the support condition associated with (w + , w − ) in order to apply Theorem 3 to generate a tractable problem. 
Theorem 7 Given that the confidence region of partitioned mean and second moment matrix (µ
where ( * ) denotes the following constraint 
where (· · · ) is replaced by the vector
given that the penalty function r i (·) and the norm measurement for moments discrepancy are SDr.
Extensions to Factor Models
Up to now, we have assumed either a pair of reference mean and covariance or a confidence region of possible mean and covariance values among assets are readily available. In some cases, this assumption may pose difficulty when the number of underlying assets becomes large. Fortunately, the behavior of the random returns can often be captured by a fewer number of major sources of randomness (see, Luenberger [23] ). In these cases, a factor model that corresponds directly to those major sources (factors) is commonly used. For example, Goldfarb and Iyengar [16] , and El Ghaoui, Oks, and Oustry [13] considered robust factor models and relevant applications.
In a similar vein, we show that our penalized problem can be further extended to the case of a factor model. Consider a factor model of the return vector w defined as follows
where f ∈ ℜ m is a vector of m factors, V is a factor loading matrix, and ϵ is a vector of residual returns with zero mean and covariance D. Let µ f denote the mean vector of f . The mean µ of the random return w is thus expressed as µ = Vµ f . For re-expressing the second moment matrix Σ, one has to decide whether or not to keep the information of a sampled mean µ 0 . Since the estimation of a sampled mean is not a difficult task, and including such information does not add much complexity to the problem, we keep the information and find a vector µ ′ 0 that approximately satisfies µ 0 ≈ Vµ ′ 0 . Thus, by further defining a second moment matrix of f as
T ], the matrix Σ can alternatively be expressed as Σ ≈ VΣ f V T + D. Given fixed V and D, one straightforward way to extend our model is to modify the problem (P s ) as follows
where F 1 , F 2 are SDr sets that correspond to the confidence regions of factors moments. The model can also be viewed as a penalty-based extension of the factor model considered in El Ghaoui, Oks, and Oustry [13] . We should note that in the above model the deviation of factor moments from the respective confidence region F 1 , F 2 may not be effectively taken into account. Alternatively, one may consider replacing the first two constraints in the above model by
are new variables that correspond directly to the ambiguous factor moments. Thus, the formulation directly penalizes the discrepancy of factor moments.
Computational Experiments
In this section, we provide numerical examples to illustrate the performance of our penalized approach. In particular, we consider the problem (P J ) and examine its performance by comparing to the approaches of Popescu [28] , Delage and Ye [12] , and a sample-based approach. Except the sample-based approach, which evaluates expectation using empirical distribution constructed from sample data, the other two approaches are both DRO approaches that evaluate expectation based on the worst-possible distribution subject to certain constraints on the first two moments. In Popescu [28] , the mean µ and the covariance Σ are assumed to be equal to the sampled mean and covariance, while in Delage and Ye [12] µ, Σ are assumed to be bounded within a confidence region revolving around a pair of sampled mean and covariance. The objective of these computational experiments is to contrast the performance of "fixed-bound" DRO approaches with the penalized problem (P J ) which "endogenously" determines the bound on moments according to the level of deterioration in worst-case performance. In Sections 5.1, we first illustrate the effect of varying penalty parameter k in (P J ) on optimal portfolio composition and the associated trade-offs. In Sections 5.2, we compare the performance of our approach with the other three approaches using real market data.
Effect of Varying Penalty Parameter k
Let us consider the problem (P J ) with the following parameters setting: and ρ 1 = 0.0235, ρ 2 = 0.4447. In this section, we consider the problem of maximizing a piecewise utility function and illustrate first the possible benefit gained from setting the covariance matrix Σ d as identity matrix I as it favors the diversification principle of investment as model ambiguity increases. For simplicity, we assume k = k 1 = k 2 = k 3 and perturb the reciprocal θ = 1/k. As shown in Figure  1 , the portfolio becomes increasingly diversified as θ increases (k decreases). This feature can be largely explained by the uniform structure of the covariance matrices γ 2 I used to bound the covariance discrepancy. This uniform structure in the covariance implies that as the model uncertainty increases, the covariance matrix, Σ = σ + γ 2 I, gradually loses any particular structure associated with the matrices in the confidence region.
Theoretically speaking, decreasing the value of k leads to a portfolio that is better hedged against extreme moment instances outside the confidence region (µ c , Σ c ), yet with the cost of sacrificing performance if moments fall in the confidence region. To illustrate this trade-off, we further consider the boundâ that defines the physically possible region µ s , Σ s asâ 1 = 2ρ 1 ,â 2 = 2ρ 2 . Then, for each selection x k that is optimal with respect to the parameter k, we calculate its worst-case utility performance based on the bound a and its confidence-region utility performance based on ρ 1 and ρ 2 . The result is plotted in Figure 2 , in which the x-axis is the worst case expected utility on the confidence region, and the y-axis denotes the worst case utility on the physically feasible region. As can be seen, the concave curve depicts well the trade-off.
Using Real Market Data
In this section, we compare the performance of the four approaches on real market data. In particular, we consider in this experiment the popular CVaR risk measure as the performance measure to be minimized for each portfolio. Although in general a wide range of performance measures can be modeled using (P J ), our intent here is to avoid those associated with specific investors' preference, e.g. specific functional form of a utility function, and rather to select the one that can be widely accepted by practitioners. We believe that the tradeoff between downside risk and associated return helps to give the most direct comparison among all approaches. We also specialize further the moment structure in the penalized model (P J ) by setting σ = Σ 0 in (12) and Σ d = Σ 0 in (13), which is more consistent with the one used in Delage and Ye [12] and helps to compare the two models.
Our list of stocks consists of 46 major stocks of the S&P500 index across 10 industry categories. We collected from Yahoo! Finance the historical daily prices of the 46 stocks from January 1st, 1992 to December 31th 2010, in total 19 years. Our experiment setting follows closely the one considered in Delage and Ye [12] . Among 46 stocks, for each experiment we randomly choose 4 stocks as the default portfolio and then rebalance the portfolio every 15 days. At each time of constructing/rebalancing a portfolio, the prior 30-days daily data is used to estimate sampled mean and covariance. As Delage and Ye has shown that their approach outperforms other approaches under such a setting, our hope is to carry over their high quality result to this experiment and compare it with our penalized approach. Our choice of time period to examine the performance of each approach is inspired by the choices in Goldfarb and Iyengar [16] , where the time period January 1997 -December 2000 is chosen, and in Delage and Ye [12] , where the time period 2001 -2007 is chosen. To further cover the most recent financial crisis, the entire time period that we consider to evaluate the performance is from January 1997 to December 2010. The dataset for the time period January 1992 -December 1996 was used for initial parameter estimation.
We assume in this experiment that investors hold strictly conservative attitudes and pursue only robust performance when the moments are realized within 90% confidence region. To estimate the parameters ρ 1 and ρ 2 that correspond to the 90% confidence region, we apply similar statistical analysis as the one used in Delage and Ye [12] . It is however difficult to determine the "right" amount of data that gives the "best" estimation of ρ 1 and ρ 2 . To mitigate possible bias due to the choice of the amount of data, in addition to the initial estimation based on the data from January 1992 to December 1996 another re-estimation based on the data from January 1992 to December 2003 is further performed in the middle of the rebalancing period, i. In addition to parameters ρ 1 and ρ 2 , penalty parameters k 1 , k 2 , k 3 are also required to be estimated for our model (P J ). Various approaches may be considered to estimate the penalty parameters. For example, one may attempt to find those values which generally lead to superior portfolio performance by solving (P J ) repeatedly based on some historical data. However, this additional calibration procedure, which may (or may not) give unfair advantages over classical DRO approaches, may hinder us to provide a consistent comparison and weaken the illustration of the benefit accrued solely from the bounds that are endogenously generated from our penalized approach. As an alternative approach, in this experiment we generate the penalty parameters by the following procedure. At the time that we estimate ρ 1−90% and ρ 2−90% , we additionally estimate another set of parameters ρ 1−99% and ρ 2−99% that corresponds to a 99%-confidence region: We assume that the penalty parameters are calibrated in a way that the optimal portfolio generated by model (P J ) with a 90% confidence region is identical to the one generated by Delage and Ye's model with a 99% confidence region at the time of parameter estimation. Following Remark 4, we can compute the value of the penalty parameters by solving (P J ), where the differenceâ 1 = ρ 1−99% − ρ 1−90% andâ 2 = ρ 2−99% −ρ 2−90% is set as the upper bound of γ 1 , γ 2 and k 1 = k 2 = k 3 = 0. This overall estimation procedure will help compare fairly the following three models: Delage and Ye's model with parameters ρ = (ρ 1−90% , ρ 2−90% ) (denoted by DY-90), with parameters ρ = (ρ 1−99% , ρ 2−99% ) (denoted by DY-99), and our penalized model (P J ) with parameters ρ = (ρ 1−90% , ρ 2−90% ) and penalty parameters estimated byâ 1 ,â 2 (denoted by LK-90). Note that as the sampled mean and covariance are re-estimated at each rebalancing point, DY-90 and DY-99 have ρ 1 , ρ 2 unchanged; that is, the fixed bounds remain the same while LK-90 instead keeps its penalty parameters unchanged.
In addition to the above three models, the performance of Popescu' model (denoted by P), and a sample-based approach (denoted by SB) will also be compared. The comparison in terms of average (avg.), geometric mean (geo.) and CVaR measures of various quantiles δ among all models for the time periods 1997-2003 and 2004-2010 are given in Table 1 and Table 2 . Various CVaR measures are provided to ensure the consistency of the performance in terms of downside risk. As the economy has experienced a dramatic change before and after the 2008 financial crisis, we further provide the comparison for the time periods 2004-2007 and 2007-2010 , which are separately given in Table 3 and Table 4 . As shown in the tables, among 300 experiments LK-90 exhibits overall superior performance among all the models except having lower mean and geometric mean than the P and the SP model during [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] . For that time period, it appears that even though the P and the SP model still expose to higher downside risk than other approaches, they enjoy the most advantage of upward trend of the market and achieve better average return. One possible reason for this is that the market for the time period 2004-2007 is less volatile (compared with other time periods), for which a sample-based approach can possibly benefit the most from using only sample data. On the other hand, in all other time periods Delage and Ye's and our penalized approach not only perform better than the P and the SP approach in terms of CVaR values, where the improvement can go up to 5∼10% for δ = 1, but also achieve superior average performance, where the improvement can go up to around 0.3%. This overall superior performance is also carried over to the comparison of long-term performance; for example, the average yearly return is also improved up to 3∼10% by using Delage and Ye's model or our penalized model. This verifies the importance of taking moment uncertainty into account in real-life portfolio selection, which helps to achieve more efficient portfolios. By comparing the performance of DY-90, DY-99 and LK-90, we can first see that LK-90 has a clear advantage over DY-90. Since DY-99 also outperforms DY-90, this verifies the intuition that if there is any additional gain by increasing the fixed bound of the confidence region, our penalized approach can as well effectively benefit from such a gain. To explain the reason why DY-99 outperforms DY-90 is not easy as we have discussed earlier that deciding appropriate bounds is highly non-trivial. What can however be intriguing is that in most cases LK-90 outperforms DY-99 in terms of both average return and downside risk performance. Although the improvement is not as substantial as it is on other models, which is actually plausible as we enforce the consistency of the initial setting between DY-99 and LK-90, we believe that this overall superior performance does reflect the benefit from using a penalized approach, which endogenously determines the bound at each rebalancing point according to the level of deterioration in worstcase performance. Furthermore, as shown in Table 2 , the improvement of the CVaR value can still go up to 1.5% while the improvement of average return is 0.03%. This comparison contrasts further a "fixed-bound" approach with our "endogenous bound" approach. The overall computational results support well the idea that the penalized problem (P J ) which endogenously decides the bound of moments based on the level of deterioration in worst-case performance, improves the overall performance. In addition, the histogram of terminal wealth for each model provided in Figure 7 , 8, 9 and 10 also further verifies the overall superior long-term performance of LK-90.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we consider a single-period portfolio selection problem and address the difficulty of providing a "reasonably" robust policy in the presence of a particular type of model ambiguity: moment uncertainty. We propose a penalized moment-based framework that integrates the classical DRO approaches with the idea of comprehensive robust optimization. While the classical DRO approaches focus on ensuring the solution is robust against a bounded set of moment vectors, our integrated approach provides additional level of robustness when the realized moments fall outside the set. Under some mild conditions, the penalized moment-based problem turns out to be computationally tractable for a wide range of specifications. Computational experiments were conducted, where we specialize the penalized problem to the portfolio selection model in Delage and Ye [12] and find promising performance of our approach using historical data. In most cases, our penalized moment-based approach achieves better performance in terms of the average return and CVaR downside risk measure. We also find that the improvement of performance becomes more substantial as the market becomes more volatile. This highlights the potential benefit of endogenously achieving bounds for moment uncertainty using our penalized approach. We have also provided a few practical extensions of the problem. The practical performance of those extensions remains to be examined, and we will leave those examinations for our future work.
A Appendix

A.1 Connection with KL-divergence
Consider KL-divergence of two multivariate normal distributions N (µ, Σ), N 0 (µ 0 , Σ 0 ) which can be calculated as follows. Note that Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence is the quantity that a relative entropy function measures the discrepancy between two distributions (see, e.g. Kullback [21] and Kullback and Leibler [22] )
The formula indicates that under an ellipsoidal norm scaled by Σ −1 0 the discrepancy between two mean vectors directly implies the magnitude of KL-divergence. Next, for a fixed Σ 0 , by deriving the derivative of the function D KL (N ||N 0 ) along the direction ∆Σ at any givenΣ, one 3 This implies that the discrepancy of covariance eigenvalues is positively correlated with the magnitude of KL-divergence. Hence, in the case of normal distribution, the preference order given according to moment discrepancy coincides with the order given according to distribution discrepancy measured in terms of KL-divergence. by setting λ 1 = λ 2 = λ. Finally, it is trivial to see that the probability measure λQα +(1−λ)Q β indeed satisfies
A.2 Proofs
A.2.1 Proof of Lemma 1:
where X is a random variable. This completes the proof.
A.2.2 Proof of Theorem 1:
It suffices to show that for a fixedx the function F (x, γ) in (7) is concave with respect to γ due to induced concavity of −r k (γ). Let us consider the functional λF (x, γα) + (1 − λ)F (x, γ β ). Let This shows the concavity of F (x, γ) with respect to γ.
A.2.3 Proof of Theorem 4:
To show that γ k i is monotonically decreasing as k i increases, it suffices to discuss the case of increasing a univariate k i j . Suppose that k 1 j and k 2 j are fixed such that k 1 j < k 2 j . Let γ k 1 be the optimal γ w.r.t. k 1 j and γ k 2 be the optimal γ w.r.t. k 2 j . By definition, the following inequalities hold
By adding the first inequality to the second inequality, we obtain (k 1 j −k 2 j )(r j (γ k 2 )−r j (γ k 1 )) ≥ 0. k 1 j < k 2 j implies that r j (γ k 1 ) ≥ r j (γ k 2 ). Since r j (γ) ≥ 0 and that r j (γ) is non-decreasing, we attain γ k 2 ≤ γ k 1 . For the case of two vectors k 1 < k 2 one can increase each entry of k 1 at a time and finally attain k 2 . Since at each step γ is monotonically decreasing, γ k 2 ≤ γ k 1 still holds for k 1 < k 2 . This also implies that F (x, γ k 2 ) ≤ F (x, γ k 1 ) for a fixedx. Now, consider the relation between F (x k 1 , γ k 1 ) and F (x k 2 , γ k 2 ), where x k 1 and x k 2 are respective optimal solutions with respect to k 1 and k 2 . Based on the above result, the inequality F (x k 1 , γ k 2 ) ≤ F (x k 1 , γ k 1 ) holds. In addition, since x k 2 is the minimizer with respect to k 2 , the inequality F (x k 2 , γ k 2 ) ≤ F (x k 1 , γ k 2 ) must hold as well. Then, these two inequalities imply that
A.2.4 Proof of Theorem 5:
It suffices to prove that for a fixedx, if γ * is an optimal solution for the inner optimization problem of the first problem with parameter k * , there exists a b * for the second problem such that γ * is also optimal for its inner optimization problem givenx. Based on the optimality condition of convex optimization problems (see, e.g. Bertsekas [6] ), for γ * to be an optimal solution of the first problem it is required that
and λ j (γ * j −â j ) = 0, λ j ≥ 0. Similarly, for γ * to be an optimal solution of the second problem, it is required that 
